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Abstracl 

Thatte S.R., Type inference with partial types, Theoretical Computer Science 124 (1994) 127-148. 

As a partial solution to the problem of combining static and dynamic typing in a language with 

parametric polymorphism, this paper introduces a new form of type expressions which represent 

partial type information. These expressions are meant to capture the type information statically 

derivable from heterogeneous objects. The new ground types form a semilattice of subtypes and 

require type inference based on inclusion constraints. We discuss the existence and form of principal 

types under this extension and present a semi-decision procedure for the complete type inference 

problem. 

1. Introduction 

The use of heterogeneous data structures and functions is common in dynamically 

typed languages like LISP and contributes significantly to their flexibility. It is very 

difficult to allow such structures in a static system for the simple reason that there is 

no way to type, say, a list like [ 1, true, [ ‘a’] ] in such a way that the types of its 

components can be statically determined later (we use brackets [ ] for both list 

expressions and types). The standard technique for managing heterogeneity in stati- 

cally typed languages is the use of variant types, which does not eliminate dynamic 

checking; it simply shifts the burden of such checks to the programmer as in the 

following Standard ML declarations: 

datatype intbool= vnum of int ) vbool of bool; 

val f (vnum n) = n+ 11 f (vbool b)= if b then 0 else 1; 
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Pattern-matching in the definition of f is used to do something very much like 

dynamic type-checking. In fact, in systems with a sufficiently refined notion of type 

[3,7], it is exactly the same as dynamic typechecking. Of course, this results in 

programs that are more secure and efficient than dynamically typed ones. However, 

the burden thus placed on the programmer handicaps statically typed functional 

languages in attracting users interested in exploratory programming, for whom 

flexibility is more important than security. 

This paper extends the Hindley-Milner static type inference system by adding 

a “type” to represent untyped or dynamically typed values to the type system. This 

allows the construction and limited use of heterogeneous structures while retaining 

static typing-for instance, we will be able to assign a type to the list [ 1, true, [ ‘a’] ] 

and apply a length function to it, but will not be able to perform meaningful 

computation with its components. We will also be able to give types to some 

expressions with self-application such as 1-x. xx, but not to Y combinators. The latter 

inability follows from the fact that strong normalization extends to A-expressions with 

partial types [23]. Other applications of the extension include operations on persist- 

ent data [l], and binding-time analysis [4]. 

In technical terms, we reconsider the well-typing problem for Milner’s Exp lan- 

guage [ 141 with additional type expressions representing partial type information and 

develop the algorithms necessary for complete type inference1 with such types. The 

basis for partial types is just one new type constant Q2 which represents lack of static 

type information. The idea of a type of all (dynamically typed) values is not new. Such 

a type was used with very similar intent by Wand in his semantic prototyping system 

[21] among others. The new idea in this paper is to consider the subtype structure 

induced by considering Q as a supertype of all types. A coercion to Q can be thought of 

as a “dynamic type-tagging” operation which yields a dynamically typed value. The 

opposite operation of dynamic type-checking (a “negative” coercion) is also very 

interesting though it is not explored in this paper (see Section 2 for more on this). Type 

inference with a subtype structure requires a framework similar to [15] within which 

the typing problem can be specified, and notions such as principal types can be 

defined. Moreover, we need a replacement for the Hindley-Milner type inference 

algorithm for deriving principal types for untyped expressions. After a brief discussion 

of partial types in Section 3, the required framework is constructed in Section 4. As 

expected, principal types cannot be expressed without bounded quantification. The 

notion of a type is therefore generalized to include a set of subsumption constraints on 

variables. We show that within such a framework, every expression has a principal 

type of the form (C, r) where z is a type expression and C is a set of inclusion 

constraints. An algorithm for deriving principal types is given in Section 6. Of course, 

in general the C part of a (principal) type may be inconsistent, in which case the type is 

’ Type inference in this context involves assigning types to completely untyped expressions. 
*The symbol Q is borrowed from Wadsworth [20] where it is used as a syntactic representation for the 

semantic value corresponding to total lack of information. 
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vacuous and the expression is considered ill-typed. A decision procedure for the 

consistency of a set of constraints is therefore required and we show in Section 7 that 

a semi-decision procedure exists in the general case. The combination of this proce- 

dure with the principal typing algorithm yields a strict generalization of Hindley- 

Milner type inference in that every expression that is well-typed in the latter is 

well-typed in our system but not vice oersa. O’Keefe and Wand [17] have extended 

these results recently with a double-exponential-time decision procedure for the 

solvability of sets of inclusion constraints between partial types. 

2. Related work 

The combination of static and dynamic typing has been considered many times 

before. The earliest work related to ours that we are aware of is an unpublished paper 

by Mycroft [16]. A good historical survey of statically typed languages supporting 

some dynamic typing is given in [l], which describes a (monomorphic, explicitly 

typed) system in which coercions to and from dynamic types are under explicit control 

of the programmer. The resulting model of dynamic types is not viable for implicit 

dynamic typing since it can result in unexpected and history-sensitive behavior (see 

[19] for a discussion). 

Several papers have appeared after the first version of this paper was published 

which extend the work presented here in various ways. The most direct extension is 

a result of O’Keefe and Wand [ 173 which gives a double-exponential time algorithm3 

to decide the consistency of sets of inclusion constraints on arbitrary partial types. The 

problem of type inference with partial types is therefore solvable, although much more 

expensive than Hindley-Milner type inference as far as we know, since equality 

constraints are solvable in linear time. Wand [23] also gives an easy proof (based on 

insertion of explicit coercions) to extend the strong normalization theorem to terms 

with partial types. 

The ultimate practical goal of a type system with partial types is the seamless 

merger of static and dynamic typing. The system presented here does not clearly 

achieve this on its own since no useful computation can be performed with objects of 

type Q. For instance, heterogeneous lists can be formed but their components cannot 

be used. A practical system needs a way to introduce dynamic type checks in order to 

use dynamically typed values. A coercion to $2 can be seen as a run-time type-tagging 

operation, whereas the inverse (negative) coercion is a run-time type check. A type 

system incorporating this extension for an explicitly typed language is described in 

[19]. That paper also introduced the notions of plausibility checking, and convergence. 
Plausibility checking is a process of simplification of introduced coercions which can 

detect incompatibilities that are guaranteed to lead to dynamic type errors. Conver- 

gence is a generalization of coherence [2], which is necessary to ensure that the 

3 An improvement to exponential time appears possible with some optimizations in the implementation. 
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coercions made necessary by subtyping can be inserted in a semantically unambigu- 

ous way. Strict coherence in the context of dynamic types appears to be too restrictive. 

A syntactic version of convergence is also used in the work of Henglein [9]. 

Two closely related papers based on a subtly different attitude towards typing are 

[3,9]. The overriding goal of partial typing is that if a program can be statically typed 

with (positive) coercions, it should be accepted without dynamic checks. In the 

presence of polymorphic types, this may impose too great a computational burden on 

the inference algorithm. If the goal is changed to allow insertion of some nonessential 

checks, the problem appears to become drastically easier. This is the main result of 

[9], which gives an almost-linear time algorithm for (monomorphic) type inference 

with partial types using a restricted form of both positive and negative coercions. 

Cartwright and Fagan [3] have explored an interesting variant of this approach based 

on an ambitious type system that combines subtyping based on recursive and union 

types with ML typing, albeit in a restricted way. It is claimed that their system can 

infer more refined type information leading to fewer run-time checks. The computa- 

tional complexity of their approach has not been rigorously analysed to our know- 

ledge. 

Other applications of partial types include computation with persistent objects in 

the environment in a type-safe manner. This is addressed in [l, 121. Gomard [4] uses 

type inference with partial types for binding time analysis, yielding a system that is 

very similar to [9], though much less efficient. 

3. Partial types 

The main difficulty in assigning types to heterogeneous data structures is in 

describing the component type. One approach is to use manifest sums like int + boo1 
which are similar to variant types except for the lack of injection labels. The advantage 

of manifest sums over a type expression representing “no information” is that more 

errors can in principle be statically discovered with them. This possible use is balanced 

against the fact that they are expensive and often impossible to keep track of, 

especially in a lazy environment. For example, no finite sum can describe the 

component type of the list 1st defined as 

lst=cons(l, (map(ix.[x]) 1st)) 

Typing expressions like this requires a combination of union and recursive types. 

This approach has been explored recently by Cartwright and Fagan [3], although 

their focus is somewhat different (see Section 2 for more details). We use a simpler 

approach based on a single universal sum type Q, denoting the set of all values not 

involving wrong. Instead of the usualJEat set of ground types, we now get a semilat- 

tice of ground types generated by Q as a new basic ground type and the greatest 

element in the inclusion order “ < “. Any expression that does not go wrong has type 

Q, i.e. 52 represents no type information other than the lack of type-error. The 
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inclusion order on ground types (ranged over by /_L) is generated by extending the base 

case ,U 6 Q monotonically over type constructors, with the exception of the function- 

space constructor “-+” for which it is as usual anti-monotonic in the first argument 
_ a natural consequence of the semantic interpretation of types as sets of values. 

Since ground types are no longer semantically disjoint, a value belongs to many 

ground types in general. For instance, (1, [true]) belongs to both int x [bool] and 

Q x [a] among others. The former is the best (smallest) type but it is often necessary 

to use the latter approximation. For example, consider cons (1, [true] ). Given the 

usual typing cons: V’cl.a x [a]+[cr], the way to type the application is to use the type 

s2 x [Q] for (1, [true]), and use the generic instance4 Q x [Q]-[Q] of the type of 

cons, yielding the type [Q] for the entire expression. Typically, Sz appears in the type 

of an expression when the possible values of the corresponding part of the expression 

have no structure in common. 

As in some other systems which combine subtyping with parametric polymorphism 

[S, 151, all type information inferable for a given expression cannot in general be 

represented in the form of a single type expression. In other words, expressions under 

the regime of partial types don’t have principal types in the usual language of type 

expressions and schemes [6]. For example, we would like the expression (ix 

cons (1, x)) [true] to have the type [a], and the expression (ix cons (1, x)) [ 23 to 

have the type [int]. The A-expression needs to possess the type [Q]-[Sz] in the first 

case and [int] +[int] in the second. The usual way to get both typings would be to 

either derive them through instantiation or subsumption (a subtyping relationship) 

from a principal type. All instances of an expression like [~]+[ct] are clearly not 

sound for the i-expression, and subsumption does not help either because, due to the 

anti-monotonicity of + in its first argument, the join of the two required types is 

[Q] -+[int] which is also unsound for the A-expression. 

The uses of 1-x cons(1, x) above can be accounted for by instances of the 

constrained type { [~.+[a]: int <a} which can be thought of as the principal type of 

the expression. The difference between instantiating CI to int and using int as the 

lower bound for a is that in the latter case, the type is still capable of instantiations 

corresponding to all generic instances of the type of cons compatible with its present 

application. Typing rules have to accommodate the need for such constraints by 

including constraint assumptions for free type variables in addition to the usual typing 

assumptions for free program variables. 

4. Typing rules 

In the following, the notation, and the syntax and semantics of type and value 

expressions are similar to those of [6]. The set of ground types is the free algebra built 

up from type constants including the special constant Q, and closed under the binary 

4The idea originates in [14]. See Section 4 for a precise definition of generic instance in our context. 
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symbols + and x . The partial order on ground types is simply the smallest relation 

< described by the following inference rules: 

Types are obtained from ground types by adding (0-ary) type variables in the usual 

way. The metavariable ~1 will range over ground types, r over types. A substitution will 

be a finite map from type variables to types (possibly containing variables). We 

assume without loss of generality that substitutions are idempotent (a substitution can 

always be made idempotent by renaming variables occurring in its range). 

Much of the discussion below focuses on (sets of) constraints of the form r1 <r2, 

where r1 and r2 are arbitrary types. Such a constraint is said to be valid if for every 

substitution S such that Sz, and ST, are ground types, the relationship ST, dSrz holds 

by the rules above. Suppose C is a set of constraints. A solution for C is a substitution 

S such that SC contains only valid constraints. This relationship is denoted by S )= C. 

A set C is consistent if it has a solution. We write C I= C’ to mean that the set C entails 

the set C’ “semantically” in the sense that any solution for C is also a solution for C ‘. 

If Ci + C2 and C2 I= C1 then we write C1 = C,. 

We shall begin with typing rules for the plain ;l-calculus and then consider the 

extension for let-bound polymorphic identifiers. The only new element in the typing 

judgements is the introduction of constraints on free type variables. A typing judge- 

ment will have the form C, A F e : T where C is a set of constraints of the form r1 d z2. 

This form of typing judgements is not new (see, e.g. [ 151). 

Unlike sets of first-order equality constraints which arise in the Hindley-Milner 

system, consistent sets of inclusion constraints for partial types do not always have 

most general solutions. If they did, principal partial types would be expressible without 

constraints. 

The rules for deriving partial types for i-expressions, given in Table 1, are straight- 

forward extensions of the standard rules (for brevity, we assume the existence of 

function constants for the introduction and elimination of tupling). Note that there is 

exactly one rule for every syntactic form. The skeleton of the proof for any typing 

judgement for a given expression is therefore uniquely determined by the syntactic 

form of that expression. By implication, there is a unique proof for a particular 

Table 1 

Basic typing rules 

(TAUT) C, A k x : A (x) 

WV C,A[x:t’]ke:t 

C,Aki.x.e:r’-+r 

(COMP) C,Ake:s’ C,Ake’:r” Ci=~‘<r”+s 

C, A E e e’ : T 
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judgement. This makes for simpler proofs of many properties. The price is that we 

limit the use of subsumption to the COMP rule via the condition C (= z’<z”+z. This 

does not limit the power of the typing system, though it does limit its flexibility. The 

presence of this condition also makes these rules noneffective. However, in practice 

one is interested in starting with an environment (A) and an expression (e) and 

inferring both a type (z) and a set of constraints (C) under which the typing relation- 

ship C, A I- e : T holds. In the next section, we give a simple algorithm for this purpose 

which is complete for these rules. 

Soundness of the typing rules amounts to the implication C, A I- e : T *C, A + e : z, 

with 

C,A I= e:s 0 (V’s I= C)(Vq k SA)([e~~E[Szlj) 

where I[ 1 maps programs and closed type schemes to their denotations (the former 

mapping requires an environment q for values of free identifiers as usual). Of these, 

program denotations are given by the usual untyped semantics (see, e.g. [14]), and the 

denotations of types are defined in Appendix A. In the definition above, SA and St are 

assumed to be closed; otherwise, the corresponding assertion must be true for all their 

closed instances. The notation “q /= A” means ‘the environment q satisfies the type 

assumptions in A” which assumes that A is closed of course. These rules allow us to 

derive partial types for many expressions-aside from heterogeneous expressions like 

cons(l,[true])-which are not well-typed under the usual rules. 

Example 4.1. Consider ;I.x. xx and (3.f.~~a,b.(fa),(fb))(Ix.x)(1, true). The 

former expression is an example of self-application and the latter is of interest because 

it was cited by Milner [14] as an example of the limitations of his system. The (most 

general) typing judgements derivable for these two expressions are: 

8, (1: int, true: bool} I- (j*f. AZ, b.fa,fb)(3.x.x)(l, true):(Q, 0) 

Some of the details for these derivations are given in later examples. 

It is interesting to compare the typing of the second expression in Example 4.1 with 

what is possible in ML/2 [lo]. The latter is able to infer the much better type 

int x boo1 for the expression. The point is that this case of “heterogeneity” is really 

due to the limitations of polymorphism in the Hindley-Milner system, and ML/2 

pemits more general polymorphism under which the expression contains no hetero- 

geneity. In contrast, ML/2 is unable to deal with the self-application in J.x.xx, and 

with ordinary heterogeneous expressions such as cons(l,[true]). It is also worth 

noting that the type inference problem for ML/2 has been reduced to the semiunifica- 

tion problem which is now known to be undecidable [l 11. 

Typing judgements such as those in Example 4.1 can be derived for all i-expres- 

sions. This may create the misleading impression that all expressions are well-typed in 

our sense. We restrict the notion of well-typing to those expressions for which a typing 

judgement with a consistent set of constraints can be derived. The restriction can be 
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motivated semantically by observing that well-typing normally implies the absence of 

type errors, which can be ensured (assuming the typing rules are sound) only if C is 

consistent, since the assertion C, A + e : z is vacuous for an inconsistent C. Note that 

the constraint sets in both cases in Example 1 are consistent (a1 -+x2 6 CI~ is valid with, 

e.g. a, =Q), so these expressions are well-typed. In contrast, although typing judge- 

ments can be derived for the classic unsolvable term (ix. xx)(hx , xx) and the Y combi- 

nator 2f. (2x .fxx)(ix .fxx), the constraint sets involved do not have solutions5. 

Expressions involving such complex self-applications are among those that create the 

most serious difficulties for our system, leading to the possibility of nontermination in 

the constraint resolution procedure. It is interesting to note that the Y combinator 

expression above can be given a (dynamic) typing in the presence of negative coercions 

[19]. However, it cannot be typed with finite partial types. 

In order to accommodate polymorphic identifiers, we will need quantified types as 

usual, with two differences. We will need to simultaneously quantify sets of variables, 

and we will need to constrain the quantified variables. Let the constrained type-scheme 

Via 1, ... > CQ}‘. z denote the quantification of the set of variables {al, . . . ,CQ} con- 

strained by C over the (unquantified) type z. Whenever the set of constraints in 

a scheme is empty, we omit it from the notation. The metavariable 0 ranges over 

constrained type-schemes. The need for constrained quantification is clear, given that 

type variables are usually constrained. The need for simultaneous quantification 

arises from the fact that consistent circular constraints are possible as in the ix. xx 

example above. Since quantification applies to constraints, one would want to 

topologically sort the variables for sequential quantification which is not possible if 

the circularities are indirect (mutual). The notation FV(z) (or FV(a)) is used to denote 

the set of (free) variables in a type (scheme) T (or 0). The set of free variables in a type 

schemeo=V{a,, . . . ,cc,>‘. z include the unquantified variables in C as well as 5. When 

a substitution is applied to such a CJ, it instantiates all free variables including those in C. 

Agenericinstanceofo=V{a,,...,ak}C .Tisapair(C’,z’),whereC’=SCandz’=Sr 

for some substitution S mapping exactly the variables a,, . . . , ak. We shall denote this 

relationship by (C’,z’)<o. If g= z is not a type scheme, then by convention, (C’, ~‘)<a 

iff C’ = 8 and z’ = 2. The most general generic instance of a scheme is obtained by using 

the INST operation, which is defined as: 

Inst(V {aI, . . . ,cIk}‘.T)=(&5), if k=O 

=(SC, Sz), otherwise, where ScCi = pi and all pi are new 

The inverse operation of generijication is denoted by the function Gen: 

Gen(C,A,z)=V(a, ,..., ctk}‘.T where {a1 ,..., ak}=FV(r)-FV(A). 

5 This lack of solutions is in fact due to the finiteness of ground types in our system. If the lattice of ground 

types includes all regular types, these constraints would be solvable, but the subtype relation would become 
much more complex. The generalization ofour constraint resolution problem to regular types has not been 

addressed to our knowledge. 
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Table 2 

Rules for type schemes 

(SPEC) 
(C’, 7) 5 A(x) c + C’ 

C,At-x:r 

(LET) C,A I= e: T’ C, A [x: Gen(C, A, r’)] k e’: 5 

C,Aklet x=e in e’:r 

In formulating typing rules for polymorphic identifiers, we follow the variant of the 

system of [6] given by Clement et al. [S], which produces unique typing derivations. 

Along with a new LET rule, we need to replace the TAUT rule for identifiers with the 

SPEC rule. Both new rules are given in Table 2. 

Example 4.2. (int</3}, A k %x.cons(l,x):[/Q-+[P] is easy with Az{l: int, 

c0ns:Vcr.a~ [~]-+[a])},@ A ä letf=~x.cons(l,x)inf[l],f[true]:[int] x [IQ], 

and 8, A E (j-x. cons(x, x))[l] : [CL?] follow if in addition A 2 {[i] : [int], 

[true] : [bool] 1, treating [l] and [true] as identifiers. 

Combining polymorphic identifiers with inclusion constraints using constrained 
quantification is easy since constraints can be copied along with the type expression 

during generic instantiation as we do above - this is only one step short of unfolding, 

i.e. of actually copying the expression named in a let-binding in place of the name in 

the relevant scope. The simplicity of the incremental Hindley-Milner type inference 

algorithm is based on the complete elimination of (equality) constraints as they arise. 

As we shall see, although inclusion constraints on partial types cannot be eliminated, 

they can be maintained in a relatively spare “normal form” in which all constraints are 

in the form of lower bounds on variables. A set of constraints in normal form are 

always solvable simply by replacing all variables with R. 

5. Type inference 

The problem of type inference is to find the principal type of an untyped expression 

under a set of typing rules given a set of typing assumptions about free identifiers. In 

our case this means finding a type expression and a set of (consistent) constraints on 

free type variables which together constitute the principal type in a sense to be made 

precise below. Generalizing a point made by Wand [22], it is possible to think of this 

problem as a sequence of three distinct phases: 

1. Find a most general typing z for the expression along with a set C of verification 
conditions which must hold for the typing to be correct. 

2. Check if C is a consistent (i.e. solvable) set. 

3. Find a most general solution for C in the form of a substitution S, and apply S to 

t and to the set of typing assumptions for free variables. 
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The original type inference algorithm of Milner [14] (Algorithm W) incrementally 

solved all three subproblems using unification. Since it is impossible to eliminate all 

inclusion constraints anyway, we find it more convenient to separate the phases (it is 

also possible (as with AC-unification) that solving all constraints at once “off line” will 

be more efficient). Phase 1, embodied in the Algorithm Type (Table 3), is easy since 

there is only one skeleton of a typing derivation for any expression. Type resembles 

Wand’s [22] “action rules” except that the verification conditions are inclusion rather 

than equality constraints. The types and constraints infered by Type are not nearly as 

neat as those in Examples 4.1 and 4.2. 

Example 5.1. 

Type@, j_x.xx)={adcc-+P}, a+/I 

Type@, (Ax.xx)(Ax.xx))=C, y 

Type@, Ax cons(1, x))=C, p-q 

where C = (6 x [S]-[S] G int x /3-y} and A is the same as in Example 4.2. 

The sets of constraints in Example 5.1 are not obviously consistent (in the case of 

the second expression they are inconsistent), nor are they simplified to the extent 

possible. As we remarked after Example 4.1 above, a typing judgement can be derived 

in our system for any expression whatsoever, and therefore Type always succeeds 

whether or not the expression given contains type errors. It does have the property of 

being correct and complete with respect to the typing rules, as made precise in the 

following theorems. In both the following proofs, essential use is made of the fact that 

there is exactly one typing rule for each syntactic construct. The derivation of a given 

typing judgement is therefore unique. 

Table 3 
Algorithm type 

Type(A, e)= Case e of 
x: Inst(A(x)) 

Ix.e, : C,P-c 
where C,~=Type(A[x:fi],e~) 

e,.e2 : C,UC~,T, x52 
where C,, rl =Type(A, e,); C2, s2=Type(A, e2) 

e, ez : C,uC,u{r, <tZ+B}, p (new /I) 
where Cl, T, =Type(A, e,); C2, t2=Type(A, ez) 

let x=el in e,: C1uCz, r2 
where C,, r,=Type(A,e,); C2, T2=Type(A[x:Gen(C,,A,r,)],e,) 
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Theorem 5.2 (Correctness of Type). IfType(A, e)= C, z, then C, A F e : z. 

Proof. Easy by induction on the structure of e. 0 

Another way of understanding the completeness theorem below is that Type 

computes a principal type for the given expression. Any other type derivable for the 

expression is a more constrained instance of the principal type. This is the definition of 

principal type in our context. Unlike the Hindley-Milner system, our principal types 

are clearly not unique up to renaming due to the variety of ways the constraint 

component may be presented, which may “hide” more or less of the solution. It is 

possible to define principal types in such a way that they have the uniqueness 

property, but we know of no algorithm to reduce them to such a form. See the 

discussion of approximators in Section 6 for a more precise explanation of these 

intuitions. 

Theorem 5.3 (Completeness of Type). If A’ is a substitution instance of A, C’, 
A’ t- e: T’, and Type(A, e)= C, z, then there is a substitution S such that A’ = SA, 
C’l= SC and z’=Sz. 

Proof. By induction on the structure of e. The cases where e= x, e= e,, e2 and 

e=;lx. eI are easy given uniqueness of typing proofs. The e= let x=eI in e2 case is 

nontrivial but not hard and we leave it to the reader. Suppose e=eI e2, 

C=C,uC2u(z16z2+fl)., and z=p. The required antecedents are(i) C’, A’l-ee,:r;, 

(ii) C’, A’ I- e2 : 5;) and (iii) C’ I= 5; <r; +5‘. Applying the inductive assumption to (i) 

and (ii) we know that there are S1 and S2 such that SIA = A’= S2 A, C’I= S1 Cl, 
C’+ S2C2, and SIC1 + S,Z~<T;, S2C21= S 2~2<:t5. Clearly, S1 and S2 agree on 

variables in FV(A). By inspection of the body of Type, it is obvious that the only 

variables common between FV(C1)uFV(zI) on the one hand and FV(C2)uFV(z2) 

on the other, are in FV(A). Moreover, the variables each Si (i = 1,2) needs to map are in 

FV(Ci)UFV(ti )uFV(A). The two substitutions therefore agree on the variables 

common to their domains, and S=S,uS,u(~ HZ'} is well-defined. We therefore 

have SA = A’, and ST= Sfl=?. It remains to show that C’ )= SC = SC1uSC2uS ~~~ d 

zz+p}. We already know that C’ I= SC1, C’ I= SC2, by the inductive assumptions and 

the fact that SC1 =S1 C1 and SC2 = S,C2. We still need to show that 

C’~SS(zld~2~S}=S~.1~S~2j~‘.SinceS,C,)=S,z,~~z;andS2C2/=S222~~;,we 

have (1) C’ I= SzI <z; and (2) C’ I= St2 <t; by the transitivity of (=, and the fact that 

Sz, = S1 fl and Sz2 = S2z2. The rest follows from facts (1) and (2), antecedent (iii) 

(C’ I= T; <z;-+z'), together with the transitivity of <. 0 

6. Solving single upper-bound constraints 

Unlike Phase 1 of the type inference process, Phase 2 (consistency of constraint sets) 

is harder for inclusion than for equality constraints. Recall that our goal is to derive 
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Table 4 

Algorithm Eliminate 

Eliminate(r $5) = 
if there is a monotonic occurrence of c( in 5 and c( # r then fail 

else Case T of 
Q: return(l,0) 

atomic : return( [r/m], 0) 
variable:return(l, {r<~}) 
zI xr,:let .So={z~/II xbI} in (new IA and A) 

let (S,, C1)=Eliminate(~,<S,rI) in 
let (S,, Cz)=Eliminate(~,<S,S,r,) in 
return (S,SIS,, SzC1vCz) 

r,-t~,:let &,={a~~~+~~] in (new PI and /I*) 

let (S,, C2)=Eliminate(fi2$S,7,) in 

return (S,&, {S2Sor, <flI}uC,) 

algorithms for checking consistency and for simplification rather than elimination of 

constraint sets. We have not been able to discover a complete decision procedure for 

consistency6, but we do have a semi-decision procedure that is guaranteed to termin- 

ate with success for consistent sets, and will either halt with failure or loop for 

inconsistent ones. 

The procedure developed below checks for consistency by attempting to simplify 

the given constraint set to a “normal form”. A set C is said to be in normalform if each 

constraint in C is of the form z <a (where c( may occur in z). The type z in this case is 

said to be a lower bound on the variable (x and there are in general several such lower 

bounds on each variable. It is easy to see that any constraint set in normal form is 

consistent since a substitution mapping all variables to Q will make such a set valid. 

Constraints specifying upper bounds do not appear in constraint sets in normal form, 

although they obviously arise in practice. The term normal form suggests that such 

constraints can be eliminated without loss of information. The process of eliminating 

single upper-bound constraints, analogous to instantiation of variables in unification, 

is embodied in the algorithm Eliminate in Table 4. 

Define a substitution S to be a needed approximator for a constraint set C (written 

C 5 S) iff whenever S’ )= C, there is a substitution R such that S’= RS. Lemma 6.12 

states that Eliminate always finds a needed approximator for the singleton C given to 

it. It is obviously possible to define a somewhat stronger notion, which we shall call 

a complete approximator. A substitution S is said to be a complete approximator for 

a constraint set C, iff C 3 S and whenever C * S’, there is a substitution R such that 

S = RS’. Complete approximator sets always exist, but we do not know any algorithm 

to find them. 

Proposition 6.1. A complete approximator S exists for every constraint set C. 

6 Such a procedure has recently been discovered by O’Keefe and Wand [17]. 
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Proof. If C is inconsistent, the statement is vacuous. Otherwise, suppose M /= C. 

Define a sequence So, S1, S2, . . . of needed approximators, and a corresponding 

sequence C,, C1, CZ, . . . of constraint sets. Let C, = C. If there is an Si# 1 mapping 

variables in CL such that Ci * S’i, then Ci+ I= SiCi, otherwise the sequence terminates. 

Clearly, for each i, C + Si Si _ 1 +. . S,,. Since M is finite, and the number of symbols in 

M must be greater than that in any needed approximator, the sequence must 

terminate at some i = n. If n = 0 then S = 1, otherwise S = S,S, _ 1 . . . SO. U 

A consistent constraint set C is said to be &fully instantiated iff its complete 

approximator is 1. This idea can be used to define a specialization of the notion of 

principal type (as a pair C, Z) where the C component is required to be fully 

instantiated. This would yield a unique principal type. Both needed and complete 

approximators specify necessary but loot suficient instantiations for the given con- 

straint set. A needed approximator is simply guaranteed to be a factor in any 

substitution which validates a set of constraints. A complete approximator, in addi- 

tion, is guaranteed to be as specific as possible without ceasing to be needed. 

A substitution which actually validates a constraint set in a most general way does not 

usually exist. 

The properties of Eliminate are summarized in the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.2. There is an algorithm Eliminate such that Eliminate(r <z) succeeds ifs 

a<~ is soluable, and upon success, returns a substitution S and a set C such that 

1. C is in normal form 

2. C=jSccdSt} 

3. fabrj*S 

Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 6.7, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 below. q 

One of the difficulties in defining Eliminate is the fact that a constraint c( d z may be 

solvable even if a occurs in T. This is a consequence of the antimonotonicity of the 

+ operator in its first argument. For example, a<a+int has {a wQ+int) and 

ccb(a+int) x boo1 has {cc++(Q+int) x bool} as the simplest solutions. It is there- 

fore necessary to precisely define the kind of circular occurrence which destroys 

solvability. This is the idea captured in the definition of monotonic occurrence below. 

In order to define monotonic occurrences, we need a precise notion of occurrences 

of subexpressions in type expressions. An occurrence is a string of natural numbers 

specifying a path to the subexpression concerned. If p is an occurrence within t then 

z/p will denote the subexpression occurring at p. The empty string /1 will reach the 

expression itself, i.e. r/A = 7. If z = z1 x z_, or TV +z2, then ~/‘l’= ~~ and r/(2’= z2 and 

r/l21 ’ = ~~/‘l’, etc. The idea is the same as in the literature on term rewriting, with type 

operators and constants playing the role of function symbols. The concatenation of 

occurrences p and q is denoted by p. q. 
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Definition (monotonic occurrences). A monotonic occurrence p in r is one which 

satisfies one of the following conditions: 

(i) p=A 
(ii) z=ri x r2, q is a monotonic occurrence in t1 or r2 and p=‘l’.q or ‘2’.q, resp. 

(iii) r = z1 +r2, q is a monotonic occurrence in z2 and p =‘2’. q 
In such a case, we shall also say that p is a monotonic occurrence of r/p in r, and for 

short, p is monotonic in T. Note that although the notion of a monotonic occurrence 
seems similar to the usual notion of a positive occurrence, it is in fact more restrictive. 
For instance, the occurrence of a in (cc-+fl)-+S is positive but not monotonic. 

Proposition 6.3. If 11~~’ and p is monotonic in p’ then p is also monotonic in p and 

PIP d PI/P. 

Proof. Easy by induction on the structure of ,u’. U 

Lemma 6.4. The constraint c[ <z is not solvable fthere is a monotonic occurrence of cx in 
T and afz. 

Proof. Suppose there is a monotonic occurrence p of a in t and a#r (i.e. p#A). 
Suppose for contradiction that there is a substitution S such that SU=~, Sr =,u’ and 

p<d’. Since instantiation preserves monotonic occurrences, p is monotonic in p’. By 

Proposition 6.3, a/p d p’,Jp, and p is monotonic in ,u. However, since z/p = a, we have 

p’/p = p. We therefore have p/p < p, and p is monotonic in p. Applying Proposition 6.3 

again, (p/p)/p 6 u/p and p is monotonic in p/p. This construction can obviously be 

carried on ad infinitum which is impossible with a finite ,u. q 

In all the following algorithms, 1 denotes the identity substitution. 

Example 6.5. 

Eliminate(a<ct x(/3+int)+(fi+bool))=S, C 

where S={a+-+~l+(~zl-fbool)} 

C={(p,~(/3,,~bool))x(P~int)rB1,8~1021} 

It is not quite obvious that Eliminate always terminates, since the size of arguments 

does not necessarily decrease in the recursive calls of Eliminate. The halting measure is 

the weight of Z, which is the total number of monotonic occurrences (of all subexpres- 

sions) in r. 

Proposition 6.6. When a call Eliminate(a <z) terminates, the substitution returned does 
not map any variables except a and new variables generated during the call. 

Proof. Easy by induction on the length of the calling chain. 0 
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Lemma 6.7. Eliminate(a < z) terminates. 

Proof. All we need to show is that the weight of the second argument decreases in all 

recursive calls within the call Eliminate(a<z). The conclusion follows easily in all 

cases from Proposition 6.6 and the fact that there is no monotonic occurrence of b 

in 5. 0 

Proposition 6.8. Eliminate(cc 9~) succeeds ifleither there is no monotonic occurrence oj’ 

a in 7 or u=z. 

Proof. The only if part is obvious by inspection of Eliminate. The if part is easy by 

Lemma 6.7 with the observation that whenever there is no monotonic occurrence of 

LX in z, the same relationship holds for the arguments of all recursive calls as well. 0 

The observation in the proof above can be used to improve the efficiency of 

Eliminate to being linear in proportion to the weight of its second argument. 

Lemma 6.9. If Eliminate(a <t) succeeds and returns (S, C) then C is in normal form. 

Proof. Proceed by induction on the length of the chain of recursive calls needed for 

the computation. The only non-trivial situation is the set Sz C1 returned as part of the 

answer in the r1 x TV case. The proof rests on Proposition 7 together with the claim 

that C1 does not contain constraints of the form r’</j2. The only way the claim might 

be false is if a call of the form Eliminate(y <p2) occurs in the course of the call 

Eliminate(P, dS,zI). This possibility is precluded by the fact that there are no 

monotonic occurrences of c( in r. 0 

Lemma 6.10. If Eliminate(a ,< z) succeeds and returns (S, C) then C k Sa < ST. 

Proof. Proceed by induction on the weight of z, which decreases in recursive calls as 

argued in the proof of termination of Eliminate. The base cases where r is Q, atomic or 

a variable are trivial. 

Case 1: t=~~-*7~. By the inductive assumption C2 + S,p, dS2SOr2. Now the 

(SC) returned in this case is (S,So,~SZSgfl~P1)uCz), and S2SO~=Sz~1+S2~2, 

S1SOz=S2 t,+S,r,.Itsufficestoshowthat {S2SOzl<~1juCz(= S2SOr1<SS2P1and 

{S2SOs, <<al}uC, I= Sz~z<S2SOz2. The latter follows from the inductive assump- 

tion noted above since a larger constraint set simply reduces the number of available 

substitutions. The former is obvious with the observation that S2p1 =jI1 by Proposi- 

tion 7. 

Case 2: r= 71 x z2. By the inductive assumptions, Cz + S2f12 <S2Sl SOz2 and 

C11=S1/?1<S1Sor,.WeneedtoshowthatS2C1uC2 +S,S,SOa<S2S1SO(r1 ~7~). 

It is sufficient to show that 
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Assertion (i) is obvious from the inductive assumptions. To see (ii) note that by 

Proposition 6.6, S, S2 = SZSl. Since the substitution S, is already incorporated in CZ, 

S1 C, = CZ. The rest follows by the inductive assumptions. 0 

Lemma 6.11. Eliminate(cc <z) succeeds ifscc < 7 is solvable. 

Proof. By Proposition 9, we need only show that c( <z is solvable iff there is no 

monotonic occurrence of c1 in 5 or a = t. Lemma 6.4 is the only if part (in contraposi- 

tive form). For the if part, suppose there is no monotonic occurrence of CI in t or a = T. 

By Proposition 9, Eliminate(cc<z) succeeds. By Lemmas 6.9 and 11, a<z is solv- 

able. 0 

Lemma 6.12. ZfEliminate(cr <t) succeeds and returns (S, C) andfor some S’, S’z <S’z is 
z;alid, then there is an R such that S’= RS and RC is valid. 

Proof. By induction on the weight of t. The three base cases are trivial. 

Case 1: z= T~+T~. By the definition of validity, S’a=z;+z; and z; <S’z2 and 

S’T~ d r; are valid. Therefore, given that SO = {a H p1 +jZ >, there is an R’ such that 

S’ = R’So, z; = R’/!I, and T; = R’p2. Summarizing, we have T; = R’flz < R’S0 z2 = S’Z~. 

Since Eliminate(B, d SO~2) succeeds and returns (S,, C,), by the inductive assumption 

there is an R such that R’ = RS2, and RC, is valid. Clearly, S’ = RS,& as required. 

Since S2 does not map fll by Proposition 6.6, R/3, = RS2fil = R’P, = z;. Since S’zl <T; 

is valid, R{S2SO~l <PI) is too. 

Case 2; z=zl x z2. By an argument similar to Case 1 we can show that 

T; = R’fl, <R’SotI =S’rl and T; = R’j2 <R'Soz2 =S’z2. Since Eliminate(fll GS~T~) 

succeeds and returns (S,, C,), by the inductive assumption there is an RI such that 

R’= RISI, and RICl is valid. The valid constraint R’P2 <R’Soz2 can now be 

rewritten as R1S1P2<R1S1S,~2. By Proposition 6.6, S1 pZ = pZ, therefore the con- 

straint can be further rewritten as R, f12 < R,S1Soz2. Since Eliminate(/?, bS1 SOzz) 

succeeds and returns (S2,C2), by the inductive assumption there is an R such that 

RI = RS2, and RC2 is valid. Clearly, S’= RS2S,So as required. The validity of 

R(S2CIuC2) follows from the validity of RS2C, = RICl and RC2 which were shown 

to hold due to the inductive assumptions. 0 

7. A semidecision procedure for solving constraint sets 

It is easy to generalize Eliminate to a procedure Resolve which partially solves a set 

C of arbitrary constraints, by determining the consistency of C, and converting it to 

normal form, producing a needed approximator as the partial solution. Unfortu- 

nately, the unrestricted generalization produces only a semi-decision procedure for 

consistency due to the possibility of indirect unsolvable circularities. Except for 

termination, the properties of Resolve are analogous to those of Eliminate. 
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Theorem 7.1. There is a procedure Resolve such that Resolve(C,) terminates with 
success @CO is consistent, and upon success, returns a substitution S and a constraint set 

C such that 
(1) C is in normal form. 
(2) czsc,. 

(3) c(J *s. 

Proof. This theorem is exactly analogous to Theorem 6.2, and largely derives from it. 

The proof follows easily from Lemmas 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 below. 0 

In formulating Resolve, it is convenient to define a simple auxiliary procedure 

Simplify, given in Table 5. Suppose we refer to any constraint TV <zz as a bound 
whenever either TV or 72 is a variable. A bound will be called nontrivial when TV #r,. 

Simplify will reduce any set C to an equivalent one consisting only of nontrivial 

bounds. 

It is easy to prove that Simplify terminates since the number of symbols decreases in 

each tail-recursive call. It is equally obvious by the definition of validity that Sim- 

plify(C) fails only if C is inconsistent, and if it succeeds then C ~Simplify(C). Proced- 

ure Resolve in Table 6 is presented in iterative rather than recursive form to help 

separate its partial correctness properties from its termination properties. The former 

Table 5 

Algorithm simplify 

Simplify(C) = 
Partition C into C, and C1, where C1 contains all the nontrivial bounds in C. 

if C,=@ then return C else pick any r2<r,~C, and let C’=C-jr,<~~j 

if z1 =Q or 51 =r2 then return Simplify(C’) 
else if 5, is atomic then if 5, =T* then return Simplify(C’) else fail 

else if T~=T,~-+z,~ then if r,#szI+rzz then fail 

else return Simplify(C’u{s,,<r,,,t,,<~,,}) 
else let t,=~*, x 512 (only possibility left) 

if 52#521 XT~~ then fail else return Simplify(C’u{r,, CT,,, T,,&T~,}) 

Table 6 

Procedure resolve 

Resolve 
Argument: A constraint set C, 

Initialization: Set C = Simplify(CO), S = 1 
Loop 

Partition C into C, and Cl, where C1 is the largest subset of C in normal form. 

if C,=B then halt else pick any a<sfC, and let C’=C-{LY<Z} 
Set C:=Simplify(C,uS, C’) and S:=S, S where (S,, C1)=Eliminate(a QT) 

End qf Loop 
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can be stated as loop invariants, and termination for consistent sets follows from those 

invariants. See [22] for a similar iterative formulation for solving equality constraints 

and [S] for an iterative consistency algorithm for atomic subsumptions. Recall that 

1 represents the identity substitution. 

Example 7.2. Type(A, (AJ. Au, b (fa), (fb)) (ix. x) (1, true)) = CO, y where 

A={l:int,true: bool}, and 

Co=(ccl+crzxaj 91 x Y2GWPbY3, 

Resolve(C,) terminates with 

S=jLY,k+LY II+@125 ?3-?311 x ?312+?32) 

It is assumed that if the call to either Eliminate or Simplify fails then the Resolve 

procedure halts with failure. If the halt instruction in the loop is encountered, it halts 

with success and returns the current values of C and S as the result. The following 

invariants hold for the loop: 

Invariants: 

(1) (V’M)(M+ C,=(3M’)(M=M’S and M’I=C)) 

(2) c /= SC0 

These invariants are exactly analogous to those given by Wand [22] for his most 

general unifier algorithm. Both trivially hold after initialization. It remains to show 

that they are preserved by each iteration, if the iteration completes successfully. 

Lemma 7.3. The loop in Resolve preserves: 

(VM)(M I= CO 3 (3 M’)(M= M’S and M’ (= C)) 

Proof. Consider an arbitrary M such that MI= CO. Since the property holds at the 

beginning of the iteration, there is an M’ such that M’ + C and M = M’S for the 

starting values of C and S. Therefore, since M’a< M’z is valid as part of M’C, by 

Theorem 4, there is an R’ such that M’=R’S1 and R’Cl is valid. Putting this together 

with the fact that M’C’=R’SIC’ is also valid as part of M’C, we know that 

R’(C1uSIC’)isvalid. Since M=M’S=R’SIS,andSimplify(C,uSIC’)=(CIuSIC’), 

we have R’ I= C and M = R’S for the values of C and S at the end of the loop. 0 

Lemma 7.4. The loop in Resolve preserves the property: C I= SCO. 
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Proof. If C is inconsistent, the property is vacuous, therefore assume that C is 

consistent. By Theorem 4, Eliminate(crdz) succeeds and gives (C,, S,) such that 

C1~Sl~dS,z.Clearlytherefore(C,uS1C’)~SS,C.SinceS,C)= S,SC,bytheinduc- 

tive assumption, the rest follows given that Simplify(C1 US, C’)= (C, US, C’). 0 

Lemma 7.5. Resolve (CO) terminates if CO is consistent. 

Proof (sketch). The proof is based on Lemma 15 which asserts that the substitution 

S is a factor in any model of Co. Suppose I/ is the set of variables in Co. Suppose Z, is 

the total number of symbols in the expressions to which variables in Vare mapped by 

S after n iterations of the Resolve loop. Since these expressions are a factor in any 

model, the number Z, cannot go on increasing if there is a finite model for Co. We 

argue that Z, does increase without limit in case of nontermination. It is easy to see by 

inspection of Eliminate and Resolve that each variable in C either belongs to V or is 

a part of See for some XE V. Since S1 cannot indefinitely map variables to atomic types 

without exhausting the supply of variables, the only way nontermination can happen 

is if S1 maps the variable being eliminated to a functional or product type infinitely 

often, which implies that Z, increases without limit. 0 

Lemma 7.6. Resolve(CO) terminates with failure only if CO is inconsistent. 

Proof. Easy induction on the number of iterations given the invariants for the loop 

and the properties of Eliminate and Simplify. 

The well-typing procedure produced by combining Type and Resolve is a generaliz- 

ation of the Hindley-Milner algorithm. Since all our rules are generalizations of the 

version given by Clement et al. [S], whenever A F e : T in the latter system, we have 8, 

A t e : z. By the completeness of Type, Type(A, e) returns a type (C, r) such that 0 I= SC 

for some S. Therefore, S )= C, i.e. C is consistent, and Resolve halts with success. Our 

procedure also terminates successfully for heterogeneous expressions which are con- 

sidered ill-typed under HindleyyMilner merely due to heterogeneity. Of the rest which 

are ill-typed in both systems, some cause nontermination in the Resolve phase of the 

procedure. Note, however, that Resolve does terminate if one is allowed to apply the 

“occurs-check” to constraint sets. This is in general unsound, but set for which it is 

unsound occur as a result of (direct or indirect) self-application, and it may not be 

practically essential to cope with them. 0 

Recall that given ~=V{ar,...,~~}~. z, (C’,r’)5g iff C’=SC and t’=Sr for some 

substitution S mapping exactly the variables ri, . . . , a,; if D=Z is not a type scheme, 

then (C’, 5’)s iff C’=@ and r’=~. 

Proposition 7.7. C, A I= x: t yiuen that (C’, t) 5 A(x) and C I= C’. 

Proof. Assume that (C’, z) 5 A(x) and C I= C’. By the definition of C, A I= x : z, we 

must show that (VS + C)(Vq /= SA)( [xl] q~[Sz]) where SA and St are assumed to be 
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closed. The case where A(x) is not a type scheme is trivial. Suppose 

A(x)=v{(al,...,a,}c”r”. By the definition of 5, C’=S”C” and r=S”z” where S” 

maps exactly the variables czl, . . . , &. Now suppose S + C and v] )= SA. We have 

iTxn I?EUSA(X)TI. W e now claim that [Sri] 2 [SA(x)& To prove this, we show that 

(SC’, Sr) 5 &4(x) and SC’ is valid. Since S I= C and C + C’, S /= C’ and therefore SC’ 

is valid. Assuming without loss of generality that S does not map ~i, . , ak, we have 

SA(x)=t/ {c(i, . ,&‘}sc”’ ST”, and (S”,SC”,S”Sr”) 5 SA(x). Since S does not map 

Ml, ... ,ak, we have SS”=S”S, and therefore (SS”C”, SS”z”)=(SC’, Ss) 5 SA(x). 

8. Conclusions 

The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of the notion of partial 

types, which appears to offer a promising way to achieve a seamless merger of static 

and dynamic typing. Considerable progress in this direction has taken place since this 

paper was first published [9,17,19]. The semi-decision procedure for solving sets of 

inclusion constraints given in Section 7 has been superseded for theoretical purposes 

by the full decision procedure of [17], but it may still be useful in practice due to its 

simplicity and potential efficiency if we are interested only in programs without 

self-application (i.e. programs without circular constraints). 

The two issues that need to be addressed for practical application of partial types are 

efficiency and the smooth integration of negative coercions (dynamic type checks). 

Henglein’s work [9] makes substantial progress on both these fronts, although at the cost 

of a more restrictive interpretation of static well-typing. The use of recursive, union and 

intersection types, both separately and in combination, is an interesting extension that 

promises more accurate typing, though probably at a sharply higher computational cost. 
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Appendix. Semantics of Closed Type Schemes 

We now outline the semantics of type expressions. The domain Vof semantic values 

must satisfy the following equation (given that natural numbers and booleans are the 

basic values; other basic domains can be easily added) 

V~fV+B+V-+V+VxV+W 

DrN+B+D-+D+DxD 

w= (Co) 
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where N and B are the flat domains of natural numbers and booleans, respectively, 

“g” represents domain isomorphism, “+” is disjoint (injected) union, and Wis a one 

point domain containing the special value wrong which represents type error. Scott 

[ 1 S] has shown that such equations have domain solutions, and MacQueen and Sethi 

[ 131 give a semantics for types using ideal subsets of domains. This is also the idea in 

the equations below which map closed type expressions and schemes to their mean- 

ings (the injection of the meanings into Vis left implicit): 

[nat] = N 

[bool] = B 

[~x~‘]={(a,b):a~[~] and ~E[P’]) 

[v{%...,%)c. ~l]=n{[r~n:(C’,~)IV/~l,...,ak}C.Z and C’isvalid} 

Note that D is (isomorphic to) an ideal of V, and moreover, the (ideal) meaning of any 

ground type can be embedded in D, and this justifies the use of the subsumption rule. 

Also that the condition “C’ is valid” in the last equation is equivalent in this context to 

“C’ is solvable”, since the type p contains no variables, and applying a solution of C’ 

to it therefore has no effect. This equation is a straightforward generalization of the 

semantics for type schemes given by MacQueen and Sethi [13], with the obvious 

caveat that the only ground types a type scheme “represents” are those obtained by 

substitutions that validate the constraints on the quantified variables (since the 

scheme is closed, these are the only variables being constrained). O’Keefe and Wand 

[17] point out that a simple PER semantics for partial types is also possible with the 

semantics for !2 being D x D where D is a semantic domain for the untyped k-calculus. 

It is convenient to extend the type semantics pointwise to sets of type assumptions 

A whenever A(x) is closed for each identifier x in the domain of A. In such a case, [Al 

is a set of environments (functions from identifiers to values) with the same domain as 

A. Specifically, 

Now the notation “q /= A” used in Section 4 simply means “q,[AJ”. 

Given these definitions, it is fairly routine to prove that the typing rules SPEC, ABS, 

TUP, COMP, and LET form a sound system. Since the equation for type schemes is 

the only nontrivial one, we demonstrate its correctness by proving the soundness of 

the SPEC rule: 

(SPEC) 
(C’, r) <A(x) cl= C’ 

C,Ak-x:t 

The rest are left to the reader as an exercise. 
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